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OUR PERSPECTIVE
In the midst of the COVID-19 crisis, our clients, employees and the entire world faced a
tremendous amount of uncertainty and change. However, the pandemic has brought
our firm closer together, and we have demonstrated leadership by developing
solutions that will help the middle market emerge from adversity even stronger.

HELPING OUR CLIENTS AND EMPLOYEES
SUCCESSFULLY NAVIGATE A CHALLENGING
ENVIRONMENT
LETTER FROM JOE ADAMS
LETTER FROM JERRY MARTIN
SNAPSHOT
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LETTER FROM JOE ADAMS

DEAR CLIENTS, COLLEAGUES AND FRIENDS,

DEAR
COLLEAGUES
FRIENDS,
As we CLIENTS,
look back on what
has been one of the AND
most interesting
and challenging years of my
career—and
I’mon
sure
many
ofbeen
yours,one
too—everyone
at interesting
RSM feels pride
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we sure
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colleagues and communities.
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provided
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clients,
colleagues
andwe
communities.
Last yearwe
I closed
my letter
with
this thought:
“I believe
have an incredible opportunity
right now to not just weather this storm but to emerge stronger and create a brighter future

Last year I closed my letter with this thought: “I believe we have an incredible opportunity
for all.” Thanks to everyone who is connected with RSM, we have done that.
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enabledofusevery
to work
together
address
challenges
fromwe
thetook
COVID-19
pandemic, the
forefront
decision
wetomade.
And
every step
was grounded
in our 5 C’s of
pandemic-induced
recession, racial
and political
unrest,
and conclude
the year
even
caring,
curiosity, collaboration,
courage
and critical
thinking.
It is these
core
principles that
stronger than before.
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andsafety
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and
year
even
health,
andunrest,
wellbeing
ofconclude
our peoplethe
at the
forefront
First and foremost,recession,
RSM kept the
of our than
decisions.
When other firms were cutting compensation, we paid employee bonuses
stronger
before.
and provided promotions and salary increases. We also added multiple benefits to help our

RSM kept
the
health, and
safety
and wellbeing
of our
at the forefront
First
and foremost,
people,
including mental
health
resources
family-friendly
support.
Andpeople
we maintained

of our
When other
firms were
compensation,
we paid
employee
our decisions.
career development
programming
in a cutting
virtual environment
to ensure
people
continuedbonuses
develop technical,
advisory
and leadership
skills.
andtoprovided
promotions
and salary
increases.
We also added multiple benefits to help our

people,
including mental health resources and family-friendly support. And we maintained
This support enabled our people to keep the needs of our clients at the forefront, and we
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our career development programming in a virtual environment to ensure people continued
quickly pivoted to provide them with help with stimulus programs, remote work, thought
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worked hard to serve as first-choice advisors at every turn. Clients have told us that they
Finally, our people were creative in supporting our communities. Since we couldn’t volunteer
appreciated our proactivity, and their support helped us grow during difficult economic
in person, we extended our annual volunteer week for a whole month, and our people
conditions.
volunteered at home with their families. From packing backpacks for kids to go back to
school
growing
for community
gardens
to making cards
forwe
frontline
workers,
Finally,to
our
peopleseedlings
were creative
in supporting
our communities.
Since
couldn’t
volunteer
their
families
gave
time to
make
a difference
others.
alsomonth,
gave ofand
in person,
we their
extended
our
annual
volunteertoweek
for They
a whole
ourfinancial
people
resources.
Atat
a time
charitable
it thefor
most,
people
and
kids our
to go
back to
volunteered
homewhen
withour
their
families. organizations
From packingneeded
backpacks
our
firmtoraised
more
money through
Birdies Fore
Lovetothan
evercards
before.
thanworkers,
$4
school
growing
seedlings
for community
gardens
making
forMore
frontline
million was given back to our local communities through the program last year.
families gave their time to make a difference to others. They also gave of their financial

resources.
Atwill
a time
when our charitable
organizations
needed
it the
most,that
our will
people
This
year we
be embarking
on Vision 100,
which is our
evolved
strategy
leadand
us
ourour
firm
raised
more money
through
Birdies Fore
thanisever
before.
More thanby
$4Our
to
100th
anniversary
in 2026
and beyond.
The Love
full name
Vision
100…Powered
million was
giventhe
back
our local
communities
the program
Culture
because
lasttoyear
has proven
that it isthrough
our unrivaled
culturelast
thatyear.
makes RSM a
great firm. We are truly grateful to all of our partners, principals, employees, clients,
This year we will be embarking on Vision 100, which is our evolved strategy that will lead us
communities and other stakeholders for being part of it.
to our 100th anniversary in 2026 and beyond. The full name is Vision 100…Powered by Our

Culture because the last year has proven that it is our unrivaled culture that makes RSM a
I am certain we will continue to be successful well into the future because of you!
great firm. We are truly grateful to all of our partners, principals, employees, clients,
Sincerely,
communities and other stakeholders for being part of it.
I am certain we will continue to be successful well into the future because of you!
Sincerely,

Joe Adams
RSM US LLP Managing Partner and Chief Executive Officer
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MARTIN
DEAR CLIENTS,
COLLEAGUES
AND FRIENDS,
On behalf
of the RSM
US LLP board of directors,
am pleased to present the RSM US LLP
DEAR
CLIENTS,
COLLEAGUES
AND IFRIENDS,
fiscal 2021
annual
The
theme
this year’s
report
is “Resilience
+ Reimagination,”
On behalf
of the
RSMreport.
US LLP
board
of of
directors,
I am
pleased
to present
the RSM US LLP
which is a fitting way to describe the last 12 months.

fiscal 2021 annual report. The theme of this year’s report is “Resilience + Reimagination,”
which
is a fitting
way
to RSM,
describe
the lastour
12 months.
During
the last
year,
our people,
clients and our communities displayed incredible
resilience—adapting to various challenges represented by the COVID-19 pandemic, racial

During the last year, RSM, our people, our clients and our communities displayed incredible
and political unrest, and a rocky economy. Our firm acted decisively in the face of each,

resilience—adapting to various challenges represented by the COVID-19 pandemic, racial
looking to our values and our 5 C’s to provide support for our people, resources for our

and political unrest, and a rocky economy. Our firm acted decisively in the face of each,
clients and a helping hand in our communities.

looking to our values and our 5 C’s to provide support for our people, resources for our
It was
a year hand
of reimagination.
When it became clear that the COVID-19 pandemic
clients
andalso
a helping
in our communities.
was not going to pass quickly, our teams had to rethink how they would work witheach

It was
alsoand
a year
reimagination.
When
it became We
clear
that theour
COVID-19
pandemic
other
withof
our
clients in a virtual
environment.
reshaped
recruiting,
onboarding
wasand
not development
going to passprograms.
quickly, our
had to
rethink
how they
work with
each
Weteams
redesigned
our
client events
andwould
engagement
activities.
other
with ourmany
clients
in service
a virtualofferings
environment.
We reshaped
recruiting,
onboarding
changing
environment.
to support
clients in aour
Weand
introduced
new
andAnd
development
programs.
We redesigned
our client events and engagement activities.
we revamped
our approach
to volunteering.
We introduced many new service offerings to support clients in a changing environment.
While we look forward to getting back to in-person activities soon, we have learned so

And we revamped our approach to volunteering.

much during the last year, and we intend to apply it to ensure we run a successful,

effective,
sustainable
in the activities
future. soon, we have learned so
While
we lookefficient
forwardand
to getting
backbusiness
to in-person

much during the last year, and we intend to apply it to ensure we run a successful,

As we look to the future, we have also been evolving our strategy to take us to the year

effective,
efficient
and
sustainable
business
the have
future.
2026—our
100th
anniversary.
The
last 100 in
years
certainly brought about much
change, and some say the last year alone has packed 10 years of change into 12 months. If
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As
we look
to the future,

there is one thing I know about RSM, it’s that we are masters at adapting to change. I am

effective,
efficient
and
sustainable
business
in theitfuture.
much during
the last
year,
and we intend
to apply
to ensure we run a successful,
effective, efficient and sustainable business in the future.
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to the
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that
ourI spirit
resilience
reimagination
will carryatRSM
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yearI am
and
there
is one
thing
knowof
about
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that we are masters
adapting
change.
confident that our spirit of resilience + reimagination will carry RSM to our 100th year and
beyond while
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shape positive
for our
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clients
confident
thatenabling
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willfutures
carry RSM
to people,
our 100th
and
beyond while enabling us to continue to shape positive futures for our people, our clients
and
our while
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beyond
enabling us to continue to shape positive futures for our people, our clients
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NAME: RSM US LLP
FOUNDED: 1926
HEADQUARTERS: CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
MANAGING PARTNER AND JOE ADAMS
CEO:
FISCAL YEAR-END: APRIL 30

RSM BY THE NUMBERS
COMBINED RSM US AND RSM CANADA

$2.9B REVENUE IN FY 2021
AND PRINCIPAL
1,043 PARTNER
IN FY 2021

11,649 EMPLOYEES IN FY 2021
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RSM BY THE NUMBERS
COMBINED RSM US AND RSM CANADA

$2.9B REVENUE IN FY 2021
PARTNERS AND
1,043 PRINCIPALS
IN FY 2021

11,649 EMPLOYEES IN FY 2021
IN THE UNITED
83 CITIES
STATES

4 LOCATIONS IN CANADA
REVENUE MIX

30% AUDIT
35% TAX
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30% AUDIT
30% AUDIT
35% TAX
35% TAX
34% CONSULTING
34% CONSULTING
1% OTHER
1% OTHER
RSM INTERNATIONAL
RSM INTERNATIONAL

IN CALENDAR
$6.3B REVENUES
IN CALENDAR
2020
$6.3B REVENUES
2020

820 OFFICES
820 OFFICES
48K+ PEOPLE
48K+ PEOPLE
120+ COUNTRIES
120+ COUNTRIES
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OUR FIRM
CONTINUING A LEGACY OF CLIENT SERVICE,
QUALITY AND INTEGRITY FOR NEARLY A
CENTURY
As our firm continues to grow and bring new solutions to life, we continue to stay true
to our core mission: being the first-choice advisor to middle market leaders globally.
Now more than ever, our clients need the comfort of local resources along with
international capabilities that can help support ongoing success. Through our vision
and clear purpose, we are well-positioned to deliver the power of being understood by
providing quality resources whenever and wherever our clients need them.

OUR PEOPLE AND LOCATIONS
QUALITY AND INDEPENDENCE
GLOBAL SERVICE
VISION 100. . . POWERED BY OUR CULTURE

RSM 2021 Annual Report
© 2021 RSM US LLP. All rights reserved.
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OUR PEOPLE AND LOCATIONS
EXPANDING TO MEET THE NEEDS OF MIDDLE MARKET
LEADERS
Wherever our clients are, we have the people and resources to work with them.

Acquisition activity in FY 2021
* RSM US and RSM Canada are member firms of RSM International
© 2021 RSM US and RSM Canada. All Rights Reserved. April 2021
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QUALITY AND INDEPENDENCE
At RSM, we have spent 95 years building a reputation for quality, integrity and client
service excellence. Quality is our primary objective for every service we provide, and
we maintain independence across our various service offerings. We expect everyone
in our firm to take personal responsibility to protect our reputation and deliver service
in a way that is aligned with our values as well as what clients and the marketplace
have come to expect from our firm.
All RSM people and practices are responsible for upholding our code of conduct, which
is grounded in our values of respect, integrity, excellence, teamwork and stewardship,
and outlines the standards of ethical behavior to which we hold each other
accountable.
Each of our lines of business has rigorous standards for client acceptance and an
inspection program, and we deliver our services in accordance with RSM policies,
relevant technical and professional standards, and applicable laws and regulations.
RSM’s audit practice has a system of quality control that is designed to provide
reasonable assurance that our firm and our personnel comply with professional
standards, and applicable regulatory and legal requirements, and that our firm issues
reports that are appropriate in each circumstance. Our commitment to audit quality
and professional excellence provides more details about audit quality at RSM.
The RSM ethics and compliance hotline allows any RSM employee, client or vendor
who sees, suspects or knows about fraudulent, illegal or unethical behavior to report it.
The hotline is staffed by an outside organization that specializes in gathering the
information needed to appropriately follow up with a concern. Concerned parties can
file a report anytime, day or night, by phone (+1 800 913 5052) or online.
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A SEAMLESS APPROACH TO GLOBAL SERVICE

A SEAMLESS APPROACH TO GLOBAL SERVICE

ENSURING HIGH-QUALITY CLIENT EXPERIENCES

ENSURING
HIGH-QUALITY
EXPERIENCES
Globally
active middle
market companies CLIENT
need a trusted
advisor who understands
Globally
active
middle
companies
need
a trusted
advisor
who understands
how
to help
navigate
themarket
complexities
of doing
business
across
international
borders.
This
howadvisor
to help should:
navigate the complexities of doing business across international borders.

This advisor should:

Possess multicountry technical knowledge and a globally experienced workforce
Understand
how to navigate
cultural
and language
affecting
Possess multicountry
technical
knowledge
anddifferences
a globally experienced
workforce
international
Understandbusiness
how to navigate cultural and language differences affecting
Have
access tobusiness
the resources of a multinational network embedded across the
international
world’s global markets

Have access to the resources of a multinational network embedded across the
world’s global markets

Countries where RSM has member-firm coverage
* RSM US and RSM Canada are member firms of RSM International
© 2021 RSM US and RSM Canada. All Rights Reserved. April 2021

Countries where RSM has member-firm coverage
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Trusted first-choice
advisor to middle market companies globally
© 2021 RSM US and RSM Canada. All Rights Reserved. April 2021

© 2021 RSM US and RSM Canada. All Rights Reserved. April 2021
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Trusted first-choice advisor to middle market companies globally
RSM provides relevant global insights on economic, business and industry issues to
address clients’ business needs. This includes the global impact of the COVID-19
pandemic, Brexit, global tax structures, global mobility, and tariffs and trade. We
continue to expand our global tax, audit and consulting service capabilities to help
middle market companies understand and adapt to global and regional issues.
Global methodologies ensure consistency and quality throughout RSM’s international
network. This includes leveraging best practices and common tools for all RSM firms to
provide a consistent RSM experience. One example is RSM Orb, a global audit
methodology and supporting platform that scales according to client complexity and
circumstance. The methodology is deployed across RSM’s global network to focus on
client risk and provide deeper critical insights.
Globally active companies face significant and growing compliance challenges. Our
global compliance and reporting services help clients manage their compliance and
reporting needs through one global relationship leader, with support from a dedicated
U.S.-based team and a robust global network. This past year, we gave clients peace of
mind that their foreign filing obligations were met, and mitigated the risks of missed
deadlines and penalties with a convenient and cost-effective delivery system.
RSM’s global expansion team advises clients on engaging in successful expansions,
relocations or consolidations of global operations. We guide business leaders through
decision-making, prioritization and execution of global expansion plans.
RSM Delivery Centers in India and El Salvador enhance the client experience by creating
and delivering timely, cost-effective and high-quality solutions to improve business
processes across service lines.

Powering deals through the game-changing Global M&A Tax Virtual Hub
Whether clients are regularly conducting cross-border transactions or just considering
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one, they can turn to the experienced global mergers and acquisitions tax team at RSM

and delivering timely, cost-effective and high-quality solutions to improve business
processes across service lines.
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Powering deals through the game-changing Global M&A Tax Virtual Hub
Whether clients are regularly conducting cross-border transactions or just considering
one, they can turn to the experienced global mergers and acquisitions tax team at RSM
for guidance. The Global M&A Tax Virtual Hub delivers market insights and innovative
ideas directly from M&A tax professionals around the world.
Despite travel restrictions, private equity deal-makers looking to expand globally can
rely on this team to facilitate conversations and keep transactions moving, delivering full
visibility into current and future tax considerations at a local, regional and global level.

Country-focused specialization serves foreign direct investors and eases
foreign market access
We continue to be a dominant firm for middle market foreign direct investors,leveraging
our global business advisory capabilities and country experience to provide critical
support for inbound and outbound foreign direct investment activity.
RSM’s country desk practices provide a deep understanding of FDIs while helping
clients navigate business, regulatory and cultural issues when entering new markets.
Based in the United States, these professionals provide answers and perspectives on
inbound and outbound business opportunities, and offer cross-border knowledge
across our audit, tax and consulting services.

RESILIENCE

REIMAGINATION

READ MORE

GLOBAL STRENGTH, LOCAL RELATIONSHIPS
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GLOBAL STRENGTH, LOCAL RELATIONSHIPS
RSM US and RSM Canada are member firms of RSM International, a leading global
audit, tax and consulting network focused on the middle market. RSM International’s

GLOBAL STRENGTH, LOCAL RELATIONSHIPS
recent fiscal year results include continued growth encompassing:

RSM US and RSM Canada are member firms of RSM International, a leading global
audit, tax and consulting network focused on the middle market. RSM International’s
recent fiscal year results include continued growth encompassing:

48K+ PEOPLE INTERNATIONALLY
COUNTRIES
120+
48K+ PEOPLE INTERNATIONALLY
COMBINED
REVENUES
$6.3B
COUNTRIES
120+
YEAR-OVER-YEAR
9.2%
REVENUES
$6.3B COMBINED
GLOBAL REVENUE
GROWTH
YEAR-OVER-YEAR
GLOBAL
REVENUE
NEW MEMBER
FIRMS IN
GROWTH
DENMARK, CHILE,
PARAGUAY, ZAMBIA,
NEW
MEMBER FIRMS IN
KAZAKHSTAN
DENMARK, CHILE,
PARAGUAY,
ZAMBIA,
businesses were challenged
to transform
this past year, RSM
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9.2%
5
5

KAZAKHSTAN
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As multinational businesses were challenged to transform this past year, RSM
International’s agile response to the pandemic provided innovative and high-quality
services to help clients worldwide reimagine their future. RSM’s member firms quickly
adapted their digital infrastructure to facilitate remote collaboration and learning,
ensuring seamless continuity across the global network. Read more about ways RSM’s
global team is finding opportunity in change to help clients grow and thrive.

RSM 2021 Annual Report
© 2021 RSM US LLP. All rights reserved.
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VISION 100. . . POWERED BY OUR CULTURE
AT RSM, WE ARE FIRST-CHOICE ADVISORS DEDICATED TO
SHAPING THE FUTURE OF THE MIDDLE MARKET GLOBALLY.
During our almost-100-year history, we have built an unrivaled culture and a
reputation for delivering high-quality services and insights that have positioned us as
the leader in the middle market. As the world around us evolves we, too, must evolve
and lead into the future.
The strategy that will carry us to our 100th anniversary in 2026, is new, yet familiar.
Our vision, purpose, values and the five characteristics of a first-choice advisor (5 C’s)
will remain consistent, as they are foundational to who we are and how we succeed.
Our strategy to achieve our vision and deliver our purpose will evolve to accelerate the
combination of our powerful RSM culture and first-choice advisor relationships with
compelling digital platforms, strategic business relationships and forward-looking
industry insights.
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compelling digital platforms, strategic business relationships and forward-looking
industry insights.
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We are committed to continuing to lead the middle market with transparency, agility,
diversity and digital velocity to empower our people to build vibrant careers, to ensure
clients experience the power of being understood everywhere in the world and to
maximize mutually beneficial relationships.
Through it all, we will keep our culture at the forefront as we continue to drive
sustained success for our clients, our people and our firm.
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THE RSM
EXPERIENCE
PROVIDING TIMELY INSIGHTS AND EMERGING
INNOVATION TO HELP OUR CLIENTS AND
PEOPLE THRIVE
The competitive middle market business environment requires quick thinking and
innovative solutions—and that is even further amplified in a global pandemic. Our
forward-looking nature has enabled us to adapt our services to provide the highest
level of care to our clients and people. Through this experience, we’ve helped both of
these critical groups reshape key business processes, leverage technology, and
continue to reach high levels of productivity, efficiency and satisfaction.

REAL INNOVATION FOR THE MIDDLE MARKET
THE POWER OF THE RSM EXPERIENCE
THE DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
RSM FIRST-CHOICE ADVISOR AWARDS
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REAL INNOVATION FOR THE MIDDLE MARKET
TRANSFORMATIONAL SOLUTIONS TO HELP CLIENTS
PROSPER, EVEN AMID TRYING TIMES
When the pandemic upended corporate America last year, business owners and their
employees faced unprecedented challenges for which there was no guidebook. But in
the midst of this turmoil, one constant remained—the middle market’s desire to find
transformative solutions for its most significant business issues.
Through an Acceleration Center business model, RSM has introduced clients to
emerging technologies that can lead to future solutions. During the last year, some of
these innovations were in direct response to the pandemic.

Legislation + innovation = solutions
The impacts of the CARES Act and Affordable Care Act were ripe for an innovative
approach. RSM’s Acceleration Center data analytics team joined forces with the firm’s
leading tax policy, technology and health care industry professionals to launch a twopronged data scan project that addressed opportunities in response to both pieces of
legislation.
The team created a customized data scan process that matched clients’ key attributes
with potential service opportunities related directly to the CARES Act. The resulting
data scan packages included preliminary estimates and relevant, timely guidance that
helped clients secure the biggest benefits possible from the CARES Act. Likewise, the
team used a similar approach for the ACA that centralized the location of automation
tools to process clients’ tax claims.

Automation is the answer
RSM’s automation team, also part of the firm’s Acceleration Center, worked with
clients to reduce or eliminate time-consuming, manual processes so that employees
could focus more on the high-value needs that the middle market faced during the
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Automation is the answer
RSM’s automation team, also part of the firm’s Acceleration Center, worked with
clients to reduce or eliminate time-consuming, manual processes so that employees
could focus more on the high-value needs that the middle market faced during the
pandemic.

The RSM Acceleration Center delivers
real innovation to the middle market by
using emerging technology to create
cutting-edge client solutions.

In one example, the automation group reimagined a client’s highly manual process of
reviewing more than 7,500 documents. Deploying Kira, a specialty optical character
recognition software that specializes in contract analysis, to review revenue
recognition contracts, RSM materially reduced the project execution time, which
resulted in significant monetary savings for the client.
With its success with Kira, the automation team has now created a standard process
for other clients that ensures a higher-quality, more accurate analysis of revenue
recognition contracts, legal contracts, securities prospectus documents and more.
From cost savings and time savings to leveraging talent for higher-value contributions,
RSM is all about the benefits of transformational solutions for clients. As corporate
America navigates through a pandemic resulting in monumental change, RSM will
continue to lead the middle market with real innovation.
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INNOVATION AND VIRTUAL SERVICES REAP
BENEFITS FOR CLIENTS
INNOVATION AND VIRTUAL SERVICES REAP
Imagine a world where RSM subject matter experts deliver faster, more accurate,
BENEFITS FOR CLIENTS

higher-quality service assessments without ever setting foot in a place of business.
Thanks to
the creative
of some
of RSM’s
innovative
professionals,
this
Imagine
a world
where thinking
RSM subject
matter
experts
deliver faster,
more accurate,
possibility is now
a reality.
higher-quality
service
assessments without ever setting foot in a place of business.
Thanks to the creative thinking of some of RSM’s innovative professionals, this
Architects on Demand (AoD) is a custom-designed platform exclusive to RSM that’s
possibility is now a reality.
intended to address some of the biggest challenges we all face during the global
pandemic. on
However,
even
as business
travel resumes,
providing
a virtual
Architects
Demand
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exclusive
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RSM that’s
experience
can still deliver
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intended
to address
some of
biggest
we all face during the global
pandemic. However, even as business travel resumes, providing a virtual service
With AoD, we virtually deliver our subject matter experts to clients without the need
experience can still deliver big benefits for RSM’s clients.
to travel. These professionals can literally visualize client sites via 360-degree imaging,
whileAoD,
providing
streamlined
collaboration,
assessments,
automated
With
we virtually
deliver
our subject standardized
matter experts
to clients without
the need
recommendations
and advanced
possible
because
of360-degree
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travel. These professionals
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literally visualize
client
sites via
imaging,
with Microsoft
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while
providing stack
streamlined
collaboration, standardized assessments, automated
recommendations and advanced insights—all possible because of AoD’s integration
In one easy-to-use interface, AoD takes RSM’s services to the next level. For clients,
with Microsoft stack capabilities.
that means getting exceptional results and deliverables more quickly, more accurately
and
foreasy-to-use
less cost. interface, AoD takes RSM’s services to the next level. For clients,
In
one
that means getting exceptional results and deliverables more quickly, more accurately
and for less cost.
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THE POWER OF THE RSM EXPERIENCE
DELIVERING THE POWER OF BEING UNDERSTOOD IN A
CHANGING ENVIRONMENT
The past year was unlike any other, and while the pandemic required us to abruptly
pivot to virtual environments entirely, we maintained a steadfast commitment to our
first-choice advisor promise to our clients, colleagues and communities. While the
channels for delivering the RSM experience were different, our commitment to
developing our people so they can better serve our clients and have rewarding careers
never wavered.
We were driven by our values and the 5 C's. We showed our care for our people and
clients as they navigated unprecedented times. We were curious, seeking to
understand what new challenges they were facing and how we could serve them. We
demonstrated courage as we challenged the traditional ways of working and came
together to collaborate and think critically to develop programs, events and new ways
to connect.

Adapting to maintain connectivity
Along with our clients, we reimagined how to stay connected, since we could not
always meet face to face. We met their preferences with meaningful interactions
through webcasts, videos, phone calls and thought leadership. We embraced new
digital platforms for client interactions and explored new ways to use technology to
support engagement delivery and project collaboration. Through post-engagement
surveys, our clients shared that they appreciated how we stayed connected and
provided perspectives on how they could navigate the pandemic environment.

Forging new paths for career development
Additionally, we continued to provide learning and development opportunities for our
professionals throughout the year to help them continue to sharpen their skills. The
25 need
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Forging new paths for career development
Additionally, we continued to provide learning and development opportunities for our
professionals throughout the year to help them continue to sharpen their skills. The
need to replace development at in-person conferences enabled us to reimagine
opportunities to grow their leadership, advisory and specialized skills through virtual
classrooms, on-demand courses, webcasts, on-the-job experiences and more. In
addition to formal education, we provided a variety of resources to support
development through exposure, experiences and an inclusive RSM environment.

Reshaping the talent experience
We reimagined how we connected with our future talent too. We transformed our
experiences for more than 1,000 Pathways summer leadership program participants
and more than 800 summer interns in interactive app- and web-based platforms with
virtual conversations, connectivity and first-choice advisor development
opportunities. We also reshaped recruiting, using new digital platforms that enabled us
to expand connectivity with students across the United States and Canada and engage
leaders and professionals across the enterprise in the recruiting process.
We recently added to our
Power of Being You video
series, demonstrating how
our people’s diverse
experiences, talents and

!

backgrounds can come
together to help our clients
succeed.
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Additionally, we focused on recruitment and retention of diverse professionals,
including historically Black college and university recruitment. We also brought a
strong presence and involvement to diverse student and professional organizations
through virtual environments. Our efforts earned us Handshake’s Early Talent Award,
recognizing RSM for best-in-class digital engagement programs for early talent
recruitment.

Expanding the reach of The RSM Classic
This year, while we really missed having our clients join us in Sea Island, we were also
proud and excited to have an opportunity to expand The RSM Classic experience to an
extended audience of clients, colleagues and communities. Through a mix of short
videos, live stream and interactive virtual events, we provided a unique experience for
all by showcasing an inside look into our tradition of stewardship, the tournament,
Team RSM, technology, innovation and more.
In 2020, we developed the
Seaside Shorts video series
to bring the excitement of
the RSM Classic to those
that were unable to attend in
person.

!
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CARING FOR COLLEAGUES IN A CHANGING WORLD
With a focus on supporting our clients and colleagues amid a global pandemic, we took

CARING
FOR COLLEAGUES IN A CHANGING WORLD
special care of our people with various benefits for their health, wealth and well-being.
These
With a included:
focus on supporting our clients and colleagues amid a global pandemic, we took
special care of our people with various benefits for their health, wealth and well-being.
Awarding promotions and bonuses on schedule, paying salary increases and
These included:
waiving two months of health care premiums, while maintaining retirement plan
matching promotions
contributions.
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virtual learning, tutoring and other care needs.
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Giving an extra year-end bonus to all employees to recognize extraordinary effort
during a challenging year.
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THE DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
CREATING EXCEPTIONAL RSM EXPERIENCES THROUGH
TECHNOLOGY
The pandemic has demonstrated how critical technology is, not only for our people
and our clients, but for our friends, families and communities. At RSM, our investments
to modernize and digitize our internal core platforms enabled a relatively seamless
pivot to supporting a fully remote workforce. Now, we are reimagining what it means to
deliver the power of being understood, creating the best experiences possible for our
clients and people—through an even more robust technology platform.
The digital experience accelerates our unified vision of how we take full advantage of
new technologies and existing platforms to enhance our business model and create
new ways to collaborate. Our attention to, and continued investments in, our digital
capabilities will continue to transform what it means to work for and with RSM.

The inaugural class of the
Industry Eminence Program
found time to celebrate the
completion of their three-year
rotation by toasting each other
during a virtual graduation.

Working for RSM
This year, we launched several new digital initiatives to align with the evolving
workplace including:
Introducing PowerBI University, a community of RSM professionals built around
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Working for RSM
This year, we launched several new digital initiatives to align with the evolving
workplace including:
Introducing PowerBI University, a community of RSM professionals built around
accelerating our data analytics acumen
Focusing on embracing emerging technologies through numerous automation
challenges and hackathons
Launching RSM Labs to provide our people and clients with a secure and reliable
cloud-based environment in which to safely innovate and test new technologies
Supporting our people through the pandemic by focusing on enhancing their
remote experience and seamlessly transitioning to working remotely with our
unified collaboration platform
Developing a custom daily self-certification app for anyone needing access to one
of our physical offices, used in conjunction with a workplace reservation system, to
keep everyone safe
Enabling virtual internal conferences and training, conducting virtual recruiting, and
supporting the onboarding and robust work experiences of virtual interns
Looking forward, we are enhancing how we enable and serve our people by
streamlining our finance, human resources, risk management and support systems—
including how we safely bring our people back into physical offices when the time is
right. These initiatives will make it easier for our people to personalize and expand
their careers while continuing to provide high-quality services in our increasingly
virtual world.

Working with RSM
The pandemic has accelerated digital transformation efforts across every industry,
with technological advancements that commonly took years occurring in a matter of
30 RSM 2021 ANNUAL REPORT
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Working with RSM
The pandemic has accelerated digital transformation efforts across every industry,
with technological advancements that commonly took years occurring in a matter of
months. At RSM, we’re enabling our first-choice advisors to redefine how they deliver
the power of being understood by increasingly leveraging digital solutions.
This year, we enhanced digital experiences for our people and our clients through
initiatives like PartnerSight, FamilySight and our data analytics acceleration center. By
leveraging our strategic relationships with companies including Microsoft and
ServiceNow, we have expanded our client collaboration capabilities with Team Docs
and RSM DASH, a new client-centric support solution with our technology consulting
practice.
Efforts are now underway to create a unified, cloud-based collaboration engine that is
personalized and tailored to the unique needs of our people and clients. This enterprise
client portal will be aligned with our digital vision, enabling secure and seamless
collaboration across engagement teams and their projects, and providing an intuitive,
centralized point of control and insight for our clients.
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AN EFFECTIVE TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION
ENABLES RAPID CHANGE
Technology investments have enabled advancements and integrations in our core
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AN EFFECTIVE TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION
ENABLES RAPID CHANGE
CARING FOR COLLEAGUES IN A CHANGING WORLD
Technology investments have enabled advancements and integrations in our core
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the past
year,
These included:
Awarding promotions and bonuses on schedule, paying salary increases and
waiving two months of health care premiums, while maintaining retirement plan
matching contributions.

Transitioned to a fully remote workforce

Seeking feedback from our colleagues on workplace flexibility, while establishing a
When the COVID-19 pandemic emerged and required a rapid shift to a worknew flexibility coaching line.
from-home environment, our technology infrastructure was up to the
Giving our colleagues additional time off and a holiday meal during the holiday
considerable task.
season to recharge and spend time with loved ones.
Providing telehealth benefits, which included extending our 98point6 app to all

IN REMOTE
90% INCREASE
CONNECTIONS TO OUR

employees for virtual primary care needs; introducing Modern Health for free mental
health coaching, counseling and resources; and launching the StayWell app for

SYSTEMS WITH VIRTUALLY
ZERO
DISRUPTIONS
Expanding backup child care resources
and additional
services through Bright
anyone who may need to safely access our offices or visit a client site.

Horizons to support virtual learning, tutoring and other care needs.
Giving
an the
extramost
year-end
bonus shift
to all employees
to remotely
recognize extraordinary
effort
Saw
dramatic
to working
within our tax
during
a challenging year.
practice
Our traditionally “in the office” practice shifted to a virtual workforce where
usage increased by 275%, supported by dynamically shifting office server
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Saw the most dramatic shift to working remotely within our tax
practice
Our traditionally “in the office” practice shifted to a virtual workforce where
usage increased by 275%, supported by dynamically shifting office server
workloads to virtual services.

WORK INCREASE
275% REMOTE
BY TAX PRACTICE
Exponentially increased virtual collaboration
We embraced the new virtual work environment, taking advantage of
innovation to work closely together to develop effective client solutions, even
as we were far apart.

IN ONLINE
187% INCREASE
MEETINGS PER MONTH
IN INTEGRATED
150% INCREASE
VIDEO USE TO ENHANCE
THE EXPERIENCE
IN ATTENDEES
218% INCREASE
SUPPORTING THIS NEW
WAY OF BUSINESS
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RSM FIRST-CHOICE ADVISOR AWARDS
RECOGNIZING OUTSTANDING SERVICE ALIGNED WITH OUR
STRATEGY AND VALUES
Fiscal 2021 marked the fourth consecutive year of our First-Choice Advisor Awards.
This program is designed to recognize and reward individuals in the firm who have
made significant contributions to our clients, our people and our communities
throughout the year.
The following RSM professionals were recognized for their outstanding personification
of our first-choice advisor culture, strategy and values. Following are highlights from
each winner’s nomination:

LAURA CURRIE
LUIS DIZON
BRADY DOWD
JAMIKA GLADES
BRANDON KOESER

AND THE WINNERS ARE...
The following RSM professionals were
recognized for their outstanding
personification of our first-choice advisor
culture, strategy and values.

GIANNA KUBIAK
JOAN MEATH
ANA MINTER
ALEXA ORELLANA
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LAURA CURRIE

LAURA CURRIE

LUIS DIZON

Manager | Des Moines,
Iowa

BRADY DOWD
JAMIKA GLADES
BRANDON KOESER
GIANNA KUBIAK
JOAN MEATH
ANA MINTER

Laura is a thoughtful, courageous client server
and leader who is always willing to step into
difficult situations and try something new.
She has implemented ideas that elevate the
performance of her team and she empowers
others to be their best. Laura models firstchoice advisor attributes every day in every
interaction with her team and clients.

ALEXA ORELLANA
JASON PENEDO
TYLER SAMUEL
CATHERINE SUMARLIN
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LAURA CURRIE

LUIS DIZON

LUIS DIZON

Senior associate | Toronto,
Ontario

BRADY DOWD
JAMIKA GLADES
BRANDON KOESER
GIANNA KUBIAK
JOAN MEATH
ANA MINTER

Luis has demonstrated an ability and drive to
consistently deliver high-quality work for his
client projects. He has strong technical skills
and works hard to ensure his work is
completed at a high standard. Luis asks
insightful questions, has developed
specialized knowledge and makes time to
focus on self-development. He is a team

ALEXA ORELLANA
JASON PENEDO
TYLER SAMUEL
CATHERINE SUMARLIN
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member of choice for many teams and is
indispensable!
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LAURA CURRIE

BRADY DOWD

LUIS DIZON

Supervisor | Stamford,
Connecticut

BRADY DOWD
JAMIKA GLADES
BRANDON KOESER
GIANNA KUBIAK
JOAN MEATH
ANA MINTER

Brady embodies the characteristics of a firstchoice advisor by caring for her colleagues,
being courageous to step out of her comfort
zone, showing curiosity about our business
and clients, collaborating across teams, and
being a critical thinker. Brady is a “North Star”
to her team and is a game changer who sets a
high standard of excellence. Her dedication to

ALEXA ORELLANA
JASON PENEDO

her team and her clients is inspiring and
contagious; she is absolutely an invaluable
member of the RSM family!

TYLER SAMUEL
CATHERINE SUMARLIN
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LAURA CURRIE

JAMIKA GLADES

LUIS DIZON

Senior associate | Fort
Lauderdale, Florida

BRADY DOWD
JAMIKA GLADES
BRANDON KOESER
GIANNA KUBIAK
JOAN MEATH
ANA MINTER

Jamika embodies RSM’s core values and has
become a leader among her peers. She
respects her clients, peers and her community
and is highly respected in return. Her
eagerness to collaborate with her peers is
immensely important to the foundation of a
solid team. She sets herself apart by taking on
new challenges and learning new skills. She

ALEXA ORELLANA
JASON PENEDO

excels and acclimates quickly and is sought
out to continue applying her knowledge and
skills in different areas. Jamika was also the

TYLER SAMUEL
CATHERINE SUMARLIN
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recipient of the 2020 Donnovan Maginley
Making a Difference Award.
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LAURA CURRIE

BRANDON KOESER

LUIS DIZON

Senior manager |
Minneapolis, Minnesota

BRADY DOWD
JAMIKA GLADES
BRANDON KOESER
GIANNA KUBIAK
JOAN MEATH
ANA MINTER

Brandon is our first capital markets and
financial institutions senior industry analyst
as part of the RSM Industry Eminence
Program class of 2019, through which he
brings his knowledge of industry trends to his
clients. He is dedicated to helping team
members develop and is often sought out for
guidance and mentoring. Brandon’s mindset

ALEXA ORELLANA
JASON PENEDO

continues to center on helping our people, our
clients and our communities achieve their
goals.

TYLER SAMUEL
CATHERINE SUMARLIN
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LAURA CURRIE

GIANNA KUBIAK

LUIS DIZON

Supervisor | Fort
Lauderdale, Florida

BRADY DOWD
JAMIKA GLADES
BRANDON KOESER
GIANNA KUBIAK
JOAN MEATH
ANA MINTER

Gianna is committed to excellence and is
dedicated to serving her clients. She has
designed, developed and implemented
multiple processes and procedures that have
significantly improved project efficiency,
client deliverables and overall capabilities. She
contributes significantly to exceptional
service delivery. She goes above and beyond

ALEXA ORELLANA
JASON PENEDO

in many ways to contribute to the success and
strength of her team and clients, including by
contributing her extensive language skills to

TYLER SAMUEL
CATHERINE SUMARLIN
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LAURA CURRIE

JOAN MEATH

LUIS DIZON

Senior graphic designer |
Minneapolis, Minnesota

BRADY DOWD
JAMIKA GLADES
BRANDON KOESER
GIANNA KUBIAK
JOAN MEATH
ANA MINTER

Joan is dedicated to her team and work, and
as such, has become a go-to person for the
graphic design team, in particular for helping
other team members and for complex design
projects. She coaches her internal clients, is
willing to brainstorm and work through
challenges as a team player, and is a
conversation leader, resulting in impactful and

ALEXA ORELLANA
JASON PENEDO

engaging data visualizations. Joan's clients
feel heard and understood, and her designs
are compelling.

TYLER SAMUEL
CATHERINE SUMARLIN
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LAURA CURRIE
LUIS DIZON

ANA MINTER
Director | Atlanta, Georgia

BRADY DOWD
JAMIKA GLADES
BRANDON KOESER
GIANNA KUBIAK
JOAN MEATH
ANA MINTER

Ana is laser-focused on the overall client
experience, has a keen ability to bring the
strength of the firm to each and every client
situation, and has a deep level of care for our
clients. She seeks out innovation and thrives
on thinking outside the box. Ana is fully
engaged in her team’s successes and
individual journeys toward their goals. She is a

ALEXA ORELLANA
JASON PENEDO
TYLER SAMUEL
CATHERINE SUMARLIN
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tremendous leader who continues to be an
example for her team.
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LAURA CURRIE

ALEXA ORELLANA

LUIS DIZON

Senior office administrator
| Fort Lauderdale, Florida

BRADY DOWD
JAMIKA GLADES
BRANDON KOESER
GIANNA KUBIAK
JOAN MEATH
ANA MINTER

Alexa's skills to serve her internal and external
clients are second to none. Her attention to
detail along with her communication and
organizational skills are exceptional. Alexa
often anticipates needs and provides answers
before questions have even been asked. Alexa
is an integral part of our team and clients
appreciate her above-and-beyond efforts—

ALEXA ORELLANA
JASON PENEDO
TYLER SAMUEL
CATHERINE SUMARLIN
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she is the administrator everyone wants on
their team!

each winner’s nomination:
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LAURA CURRIE

JASON PENEDO

LUIS DIZON

Senior manager | Fort
Lauderdale, Florida

BRADY DOWD
JAMIKA GLADES
BRANDON KOESER
GIANNA KUBIAK
JOAN MEATH
ANA MINTER

Jason goes above and beyond for his clients,
colleagues and community. When he works
with someone, he shares their goals,
opportunities and challenges with empathy
and friendship, and he is sought out for his
experience and guidance. This past year,
Jason has gone out of his way to actively care
for his teammates. He's an enthusiastic

ALEXA ORELLANA
JASON PENEDO
TYLER SAMUEL
CATHERINE SUMARLIN
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mentor during recruiting, through onboarding
and as individuals grow at the firm.
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LAURA CURRIE

TYLER SAMUEL

LUIS DIZON

Supervisor | Minneapolis,
Minnesota

BRADY DOWD
JAMIKA GLADES
BRANDON KOESER
GIANNA KUBIAK
JOAN MEATH
ANA MINTER

Tyler consistently goes above and beyond to
achieve excellence. He is a standout leader
who always ensures timelines are met while
producing high-quality work with extremely
complex and challenging audits. He embraces
new technology and methodologies and
shares his knowledge with his teams and
clients. Tyler supports his team members

ALEXA ORELLANA
JASON PENEDO

personally and professionally. He is called the
“champion” for checking up on people and his
investment in his team is unmatched.

TYLER SAMUEL
CATHERINE SUMARLIN
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LAURA CURRIE
LUIS DIZON
BRADY DOWD
JAMIKA GLADES
BRANDON KOESER
GIANNA KUBIAK
JOAN MEATH
ANA MINTER

CATHERINE
SUMARLIN
Senior associate | Los
Angeles, California
Catherine is a dedicated and thoughtful
professional. She has a powerful moral
compass and is always positive. She finds—
and promotes—the upside in everything she
does, remains steady and encouraging, and
brings out the best in others. Catherine works
tirelessly to help clients achieve their
objectives and produces persuasive,

ALEXA ORELLANA
JASON PENEDO

thoughtful and reliable analyses. Sometimes
referred to as a “human library,” her technical
knowledge is vast and deep.

TYLER SAMUEL
CATHERINE SUMARLIN
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OUR IMPACT
ENABLING CLIENTS TO ADAPT TO THE
CURRENT LANDSCAPE WHILE PREPARING
FOR WHAT’S NEXT
While transformation was a key strategy for middle market business growth, it quickly
became essential for survival during the pandemic. Our experienced professionals and
our comprehensive solutions helped lead clients from assessing the initial situation to
recovery and growth. It’s these challenging times and successful experiences that
build trust between RSM and our clients, and further establish a foundation for even
stronger relationships.

ADDRESSING NEEDS ACROSS INDUSTRIES
ENHANCING AUDIT DELIVERY
FIRST-CHOICE TAX ADVISORS FOR THE MIDDLE MARKET
ADDRESSING NEW CONSULTING REALITIES

RSM 2021 Annual Report
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ADDRESSING NEEDS ACROSS INDUSTRIES
TRANSFORMATION THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
Plato said “necessity is the mother of invention,” and true or not, necessity certainly
accelerates the pace at which innovation is adopted. Over the past year, it has become
increasingly clear that embracing and adopting technology innovations were key for
businesses to endure the COVID-19 pandemic and thrive in its wake. In fact, the use of
advanced technology and data can revolutionize the production and operations for all
middle market companies and speed their digital transformation.
For many companies, adopting advanced technologies and new ways of operating are
scary prospects. The required capital outlays are overwhelming. However, the
consequences of not moving forward with new technologies can be even more costly
in the long term.

Creating a digital awakening for our clients
FY2021 was a year of transformation for all of us. Just like our clients, RSM had to learn
to work differently. We found that transforming how we do things, with technology at
the core, was the path to resilience. We have worked with many companies this year
to evaluate and, in many cases, upgrade their infrastructure in order to embrace and
implement new technologies across all functions of the business. We found that even
organizations that are early in their journey toward digitalization should focus on
accelerating adoption to avoid lost opportunity. That is the only way companies will go
beyond keeping up to leading in their sectors.
Pandemic-driven trends such as the sharp increase in online consumer buying, the
shift to remote work, increased cybersecurity risk and the growing popularity of
remote health care services underscore the need for new technology. RSM brings the
benefit of a holistic approach to our clients’ businesses and their needs, looking at the
whole company, its systems and processes in their entirety.
48 RSM 2021 ANNUAL REPORT
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Looking ahead
In the coming year, we will focus on continuing to bring advice, solutions and services
that meet the needs of our clients head-on. That’s the foundation, but our deep
understanding of the digital revolution as it relates to specific industries and sectors we
serve will take our conversations to the next level.

The RSM Industry Eminence Program
May 2021 marked the completion of the first three-year rotation in the RSM Industry
Eminence Program (IEP). Our inaugural class officially graduated in May, but that
doesn’t mean they stop being eminents. Graduates of the IEP have gained economic
and analytic skills that will be used in interactions and engagements throughout their
careers. These luminaries continue to make their mark across RSM and in the broader
marketplace, as demonstrated in the many respected publications that contain their
insights. As of May 2021, the IEP will include 22 analysts in the midst of their rotation,
15 new senior analysts and nine graduates, bringing our total to 46 talented and
innovative individuals.

Forbes—
JANUARY 12, 2021

“Organizations need to prepare their IT
infrastructure to support the sped-up
digital transformation leading
manufacturers to industry 4.0,
particularly in the middle market.”
Jason Alexander, principal and industrials senior analyst.

“Biden’s people, very much want to
make sure that they’re giving the
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Forbes—
JANUARY 12, 2021

“Organizations need to prepare their IT
infrastructure to support the sped-up
digital transformation leading
manufacturers to industry 4.0,
particularly in the middle market.”
Jason Alexander, principal and industrials senior analyst.

“Biden’s people, very much want to
make sure that they’re giving the
benefit and some attention to these
small, disadvantaged businesses.”

Government
Executive—

DECEMBER 29, 2020

Stephanie Johnson, director and business and
professional services senior analyst.

New York Times–
NOVEMBER 17, 2020

“I think we’re really going to see a
tale of two cities but also a tale of
two universities.”
Laura Dietzel, partner and real estate senior
analyst.

“I see two main drivers behind this
“consumerization” trend in health care:
rising costs and lack of convenience.”
Matt Wolf, director and health care senior analyst.
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Middle Market
Growth –
MARCH 02, 2020

Laura Dietzel, partner and real estate senior
analyst.
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“I see two main drivers behind this
“consumerization” trend in health care:
rising costs and lack of convenience.”

Middle Market
Growth –
MARCH 02, 2020

Matt Wolf, director and health care senior analyst.

U.S. News and
World Report –
FEBRUARY 17, 2021
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“Bitcoin Cash is a cryptocurrency that
started as a fork, or copy, of Bitcoin.”
Jamison Sites, senior manager and financial services
senior analyst.

READ MORE

REIMAGINING THE WINE BUSINESS WITH STE.
MICHELLE WINE ESTATES
Ste. Michelle Wine Estates, the largest winery in the Pacific Northwest and a longtime
RSM client, faced many of the same challenges others did when COVID-19 hit. Closing
its tasting rooms, a big part of the business, was devastating, as it was for restaurants
across the country. However, because the company was open to innovative solutions
from the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Platform and their RSM team, Ste. Michelle was able
to reimagine how it does business.
51 RSM 2021 ANNUAL REPORT
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ENHANCING AUDIT DELIVERY
RESHAPING AUDIT SERVICES, INSIGHTS AND VALUE—NOW
AND IN THE FUTURE
One year into the pandemic, RSM’s resilience and ability to rethink every aspect of our
audit practice is strengthening our position to lead dynamic, growth-oriented
companies into the future.

Adapting to change
Our progressive digital strategy enabled a rapid and effective shift to a completely
virtual audit practice, incorporating everything from routine audit planning meetings to
complex audit functions.
A new virtual accounting and audit resource center provided best practices,
resources and tools to support planning, talent development, client service and
relationship development, fieldwork, business development, and more.
Creative use of technology supported virtual onboarding, training and development
for thousands of new hires and existing audit professionals.
Virtual audit rooms became the standard for audit engagement teams to review
work, answer questions, share insights and ensure engagements stayed on track.
Planning tools, guidance and client discussion guides allowed engagement teams to
collaborate with clients to plan for virtual, in-person or hybrid inventory
observations.
Our SMART health-and-safety protocols, StayWell mobile app and client
coordination tools delivered health-and-safety protections for our auditors and
clients when in-person work was necessary.

Caring for clients and leading every step of the way
RSM was at the forefront of helping clients understand and respond to the business,
economic and social challenges of the past year. Clients relied on our guidance—from
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Caring for clients and leading every step of the way
RSM was at the forefront of helping clients understand and respond to the business,
economic and social challenges of the past year. Clients relied on our guidance—from
the initial response to the pandemic through recovery, and now, as they rethink
business goals and objectives. We educated clients on:
New financial reporting requirements and considerations
Accounting for the CARES Act and other COVID-19 relief programs, Paycheck
Protection Program debt forgiveness, and more
As business conditions improve and clients become increasingly optimistic about the
future, we are advising them to take actions now to transform their businesses and
prepare for a much improved economy, pent up consumer demand and growth in their
industries.

Innovating the audit of the future
The passion, agility and critical thinking that have driven our success are helping the
firm reimagine audit services to ensure clients continue to experience exceptional
quality, value and ease of doing business with RSM in the future.
In data analytics, we are focused on providing advanced skills training to the audit
workforce so we can bring better information analysis to clients. Our Audit Data
Analytics Center of Excellence combines the efficiency of providing standardized
routines with direct engagement team coaching to improve the use of IDEA data
analysis software.
We are leveraging new automation tools to enable our auditors to further automate
data gathering and cleansing, and to unlock actionable, data-driven insights that
inform clients’ forward-thinking business decisions.
The past year tested our resilience and ability to lead through massive change. We are
54 RSM 2021 ANNUAL REPORT
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AREAS OF AUDIT INNOVATION
While the pandemic limited on-site work, we leveraged technology and streamlined
procedures to complete more than 40% of our inventory observations virtually.
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Our data analytics center of excellence developed automation scripts for revenue,
gross margin, general ledger roll forward, journal entry testing, inventory, accounts
receivable and accounts payable, resulting in 46 different report types for 175
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TYPES CREATED BY
46 REPORT
OUR DATA ANALYTICS CENTER
TEAMS
175 ENGAGEMENT
UTILIZED THESE REPORTS
We used technology and creativity to build engaging virtual onboarding and
development experiences for our audit professionals. Our insights are informing
how we continue to innovate our development programs to prepare RSM’s auditors
of the future.
We implemented Brightidea as our ideation platform to allow our professionals to
voice and socialize innovative ideas with peers and other stakeholders. We use the
platform to host industry-specific ideation sessions to solve specific problems.

RSM 2021 Annual Report
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FIRST-CHOICE TAX ADVISORS FOR THE MIDDLE
MARKET
DELIVERING EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS TO HELP CLIENTS
ADDRESS EVOLVING TAX CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES
The ongoing pandemic and resulting economic downturn left corporate America
scrambling for ways to cope with significant changes in the tax landscape. Pile on the
shift to remote work, multiple extended tax filing deadlines, significant societal
upheaval, and a sea change in global, federal, and state and local tax policy, and
America’s middle market seemed like it might buckle.
RSM’s tax clients weathered these challenges and more, fortified by a service provider
with enough middle market understanding, tax policy analysis and industry insights to
rise to the occasion. RSM tax professionals helped steer clients through the
pandemic’s impacts and interpret the benefits of the federal government’s tax policy
response to COVID-19, which included:
American Rescue Plan
Payroll tax relief programs
Employee Retention Credit (and frequently asked questions)
Employment credits and incentives
The pandemic didn’t slow clients’ continued interest in emerging technologies. The
middle market’s biggest challenges are often addressed with transformational
solutions that improve tax processes. And RSM’s tax technology consulting team
stayed ahead of the curve by helping clients leverage these solutions and their
benefits:
Robotic process automation (RPA) to integrate their tax processes (benefits:
scalability,
accuracy,
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Robotic process automation (RPA) to integrate their tax processes (benefits:
scalability, accuracy, cost savings)
Alteryx Server to automate their tax processes (benefits: easier collaboration,
secure environment, increased efficiency, built-in scheduling capabilities, future
scalability)
Power BI/Tableau for tax data analytics (benefits: better decision-making, tracing
and analysis)
Asana to manage their tax operations (benefits: time savings, better reporting,
comprehensive insights)
Integrating enterprise resource planning and tax (benefits: out-of-the-box
integration, increased productivity, cost savings)
For private equity, family office and real estate clients, RSM’s new industry-leading
allocation and tiering platform has transformed the way they manage their tax
compliance and reporting obligations. And PartnerSight helps these clients develop
powerful insights to guide their investment strategies and investor transactions.
Throughout the last year, RSM and our tax clients have faced overwhelming
challenges with a healthy dose of professional stamina and can-do spirit. Combined
with middle market tax policy analysis and continued investments in talent and
emerging technologies, there’s likely nothing RSM and our clients can’t face together.
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TAX SUMMIT 2020: SEEKING SOLID GROUND
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TAX SUMMIT 2020: SEEKING SOLID GROUND
In 2020, the pandemic forced RSM to reimagine its annual tax summit, transforming it

CARING FOR COLLEAGUES IN A CHANGING WORLD
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ATTENDED
3000+ PARTICIPANTS
THE VIRTUAL SUMMIT
ATTENDEES WERE
99% OF
SATISFIED OR VERY
SATISFIED WITH THE
CONTENT
Ninety-nine percent of attendees who responded to the post-event survey said they
were satisfied or very satisfied with the event’s content. They came seeking solid
ground, and solid ground is what they got.

RSM 2021 Annual Report
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ADDRESSING NEW CONSULTING REALITIES
INVESTING IN RSM’S CONSULTING CAPABILITIES TO LEAD
MIDDLE MARKET RECOVERY AND GROWTH
RSM’s consulting practice continues its double-digit growth because we are uniquely
attuned to the needs, expectations and business challenges of middle market
companies. As clients struggled through the past year and now have optimism for the
future, they continue to look to RSM for leadership to help them thrive and plan for
robust growth and opportunity.

Delivering insight and key resources
Clients with strong technology infrastructures, platforms and risk management
practices typically perform better in the face of great uncertainty. RSM is on the
forefront of providing clients highly relevant service capabilities to design, implement
and help manage their operations. We have developed a managed services model to
provide deep experience and additional resources to support IT, back-office functions,
cybersecurity, internal audit and other critical needs, allowing clients to focus on their
core business and move faster on key strategies.

Helping clients take advantage of growth opportunities
With private equity deal flow activity at pre-pandemic highs, RSM is already working
with dozens of special purpose acquisition companies (SPACs) and targets in various
capacities, including providing technical accounting services, IPO readiness and SEC
compliance services. Well after the initial merger, we are also providing assistance with
ERP systems, finance, and accounting processes and controls. Clients appreciate the
broad capabilities and dexterity RSM brings to SPAC mergers due to the fast pace,
complexity, and the SEC and public market scrutiny associated with these
transactions.

Enhancing client service capabilities
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Enhancing client service capabilities
RSM also announced the release of RSM DASH, a world-class managed services
platform supporting our managed IT, technology infrastructure and business
applications services. RSM DASH is used across all of our technology services and
provides a unified, efficient ticketing and case management system, with a more
robust client portal and centralized engagement management platform.

Evolving to inspire continued growth
Our drive to be first-choice advisors to our clients caused us to rethink our own
practice and how we serve clients’ ever-changing needs. Our consulting practice took
bold steps to evolve as we approach $1 billion in revenue—including refining our
organizational structure to scale for rapid growth and naming a consulting COO to help
drive the execution of our firm and consulting strategies. These changes will allow us
to be even more effective in bringing the full complement of consulting capabilities to
serve our clients’ complex needs, provide exceptional career opportunities for our
people and drive profitable growth for our firm.

Introducing new skills and services
Our consulting team also continues to grow through strategic acquisitions. This year,
we expanded our business applications capabilities with the addition of MondayCall
LLC, a leading provider of Salesforce solutions, increasing our depth of services for one
of the fastest growing CRM tools in the world.

Looking toward the future
Despite the pandemic, RSM’s consulting practice is stronger than ever. In the year
ahead, we will focus on building and leveraging strategic partnerships, further
expanding global capabilities, and investing in technology to enable automation and
data analytics that continue to reshape the future for our people, our clients and our
firm.
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OUR STEWARDSHIP
FOSTERING A CULTURE OF CARING,
INCLUSIVITY AND LEADERSHIP TO BUILD A
BRIGHTER FUTURE
We strongly believe that continued investments in our communities are pivotal to our
success. We also believe that our differences and our diverse experiences make us
stronger. Work-life balance is another foundational element of life at RSM, and we
encourage employees to chase what they are passionate about in their personal lives,
in addition to being successful in their work.

ACTING AS TRUSTED STEWARDS OF OUR COMMUNITIES
EXPANDING THE IMPACT OF DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
PURSUE YOUR PASSION
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ACTING AS TRUSTED STEWARDS OF OUR
COMMUNITIES
DEVELOPING PROGRAMS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Since 1926, our firm has been dedicated to giving back to others. Although 2020
posed challenges no one could have imagined, it also provided new opportunities to
honor our legacy of stewardship.
By rethinking how we give throughout the pandemic, our people, our firm and the RSM
US Foundation have remained steadfastly focused on supporting the communities
where we live and work. In 2020, we not only raised funds and volunteered our time,
we did so while protecting the health and safety of others and ourselves. We know
these needs continue, and so will our stewardship.
Here are some stewardship highlights from 2020:
Through inventive fundraising activities, firm funding, strong partner and employee
participation, and financial support from the RSM US Foundation, we donated a
record-breaking $4 million through our Birdies Fore Love program. These funds
benefitted 86 local nonprofit organizations.
In April 2021, the RSM US foundation contributed $500,000 to 76 food banks across
the U.S. and Canada. This donation followed a $1.8 million donation made by the firm
and the foundation to food banks last year near the onset of the pandemic.
For RSM's 2020 Volunteer Week, our people, their families and friends transformed
a 10-year tradition of hands-on, onsite events to socially distant, often at-home
projects that benefitted 80 charitable organizations. Dollars for Doers, an RSM US
Foundation program, buoyed volunteers’ time with grants to extend our impact.
Committed to building the next generation of business professionals, RSM and our
foundation continued support of colleges and universities through grants and
scholarships, including a $1 million gift to DePaul University. Funded through partner
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Foundation program, buoyed volunteers’ time with grants to extend our impact.

Committed to building the next generation of business professionals, RSM and our
foundation continued support of colleges and universities through grants and
scholarships, including a $1 million gift to DePaul University. Funded through partner
contributions with matching dollars through the foundation’s University Giving
Match program, the gift establishes two endowed faculty fellowships at the school’s
Driehaus College of Business.
In addition to 10 Power Your Education awards in the U.S. totaling $100,000, we
expanded our educational support by offering 11 new scholarships and up to
$290,000 in awards. We introduced three new scholarship programs—Power Your
Education–Canada, RSM Power of Inclusion Scholarship, and First Generation
Scholarship—to support students pursuing higher education and help build the
middle market leaders of tomorrow.
Be sure to check out the 2020 RSM US Foundation Giving Report to learn more about
our stewardship impact.
Despite the business
changes as a result of
COVID-19, we have remained
committed to making a
difference in our local

!

communities by finding new
ways to give back.

RSM US FOUNDATION — GIVING BY YEAR
Hover or tap on the bar below to see the breakdown of what programs were involved
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RSM US FOUNDATION — GIVING BY YEAR
Hover or tap on the bar below to see the breakdown of what programs were involved
that year.
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EXPANDING THE IMPACT OF DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION
A CONTINUED COMMITMENT TO CELEBRATING THE
DIVERSE WORLD AROUND US
Providing the power of being understood is RSM’s purpose, and understanding and
valuing diverse perspectives is core to our brand. RSM is made up of many distinct
perspectives from across our global enterprise. Each team member and leader
provides perspectives that shape the larger image of RSM, enabling us to better serve
our clients and communities while continuing to evolve the larger mosaic of our
profession and society to be more diverse, equitable and inclusive.
As we work to make our personal and professional spaces more inclusive, we enhance
the overall picture of who we are. That’s why we’re proud to take a significant step in
our culture, diversity and inclusion evolution by sharing, for the first time, a deep and
transparent look at our CDI efforts. Our inaugural diversity report, Inclusion: An
Evolving Mosaic, offers an honest look at where we’ve come from, where we are now
and where we are going.
Throughout our nearly 100-year history, RSM has embraced the power of being
understood, both internally and externally. And in 2014, under the leadership of Rich
Caturano and Tracey Walker, our values centered on understanding evolved into a
formal program and business imperative to advance a culture of diversity and inclusion.
Since then, we’ve stood up 12 employee network groups, educated thousands of team
members around biases, and made strides in increasing representation of women and
diverse professionals at all levels of our firm.
As our firm has grown, the diversity of our people has grown at an even greater rate.
This is in line with our commitment to reflect the diversity of our communities and the
clients we serve. We expect this growth will continue to accelerate as we advance our
diversity and inclusion goals.
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As our firm has grown, the diversity of our people has grown at an even greater rate.
This is in line with our commitment to reflect the diversity of our communities and the
clients we serve. We expect this growth will continue to accelerate as we advance our
diversity and inclusion goals.
Our employee network
groups provide opportunities
for volunteerism,
professional development,
mentorship and networking.

Following the call for racial equity, RSM developed resources to ensure our people and
others could take action and engage as allies in matters relating to race, deepen their
own learning, influence skeptics and foster understanding. All are welcome to use our
resources for racial understanding and inclusion and share them with others.
We also launched the Middle Market Collaborative for Understanding (MMCU), a group
of middle market organizations working together to actively advance inclusion and
racial understanding within our own organizations and the broader middle market
business community. In addition, RSM shares thought leadership based on this group’s
quarterly meetings to detail the group’s key learnings.
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“Forming this collaborative is one of the
many actions we have been taking
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“Forming this collaborative is one of the
many actions we have been taking
because we believe that we can move
forward more quickly with far greater
success collectively than any one of us
can alone.”
Joe Adams, Managing Partner and CEO, RSM US LLP

Our employee network groups are also joining the conversation through our “Inclusion
Starts with I” video series. Our CDI thought leadership, advisory and instruction have
helped enrich diversity strategies and outcomes for business schools, trade
associations and privately held enterprises nationwide. We are also deepening our
cultural effectiveness to enhance serving internationally active clients.
We take pride in the work that our teams have accomplished and know there’s much
more work needed to build a culture, profession and society that mirrors and
celebrates the immensely diverse world around us. At RSM, we’re committed to our
role in driving this change. We remain focused on making a positive impact on our
profession, our society and on each individual who interacts with our firm.

Read the full diversity report on our website.
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PURSUE YOUR PASSION
EVEN DURING A PANDEMIC, THERE ARE DREAMS TO
PURSUE
Since 2016, many of our people have seized the opportunity to submit their creative
and unique applications to RSM’s Pursue Your Passion program. 2020 was no
exception. Each applicant shared their dream for a chance at $10,000 plus additional
time off to pursue a passion project they might not otherwise be able to realize. Meet
our winners and learn more about their inspiring dreams.

JOSHUA BAUM
ERIKA BRIGHI
BILL GEORGE
MYA GONDER
MONICA KVETON
JOE MILLER
JOEL UY
MICHELLE
WHITTENHALL
LINDSAY ZIMMERMAN
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JOSHUA BAUM
Assurance senior
associate | Toronto,
Ontario
Joshua will kick up his triathlon training to
prepare for an Ironman event through which
he’ll raise funds for a summer camp for
children with cancer.

our winners and learn more about their inspiring dreams.
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ERIKA BRIGHI

JOSHUA BAUM

Project management
senior associate, Culture,
Diversity & Inclusion |
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

ERIKA BRIGHI
BILL GEORGE
MYA GONDER

Erika will use her voice to help make a lasting
MONICA KVETON

impact on her community through racial

JOE MILLER

understanding and inclusion actions,
advocacy and activism, and provide financial

JOEL UY

support for a mentoring group as well as a

MICHELLE
WHITTENHALL

group of fathers who have lost children to gun

LINDSAY ZIMMERMAN
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violence.
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BILL GEORGE
Unified communications
engineer senior |
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Bill will participate in a weeklong, live-aboard
sailing course with his two sons to help them
understand that they’re stronger and more
capable than they think, and reawaken his
own sense of adventure.

our winners and learn more about their inspiring dreams.
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MYA GONDER
North American Service
Center tax manager |
Charlotte, North Carolina
Mya is creating a program to provide foster
children with resources and training to help
them transition from being in foster care to
being successful, independent adults.

our winners and learn more about their inspiring dreams.
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MONICA KVETON

JOSHUA BAUM

Private client services
ultrahigh net worth
manager | San Antonio,
Texas

ERIKA BRIGHI
BILL GEORGE
MYA GONDER

Monica is expanding her knowledge of bees to
MONICA KVETON

educate others as well as purchasing larger

JOE MILLER

honey extraction equipment so she can share
honey with her community from the bountiful

JOEL UY
MICHELLE
WHITTENHALL
LINDSAY ZIMMERMAN
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harvests to come.

our winners and learn more about their inspiring dreams.
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JOSHUA BAUM

JOE MILLER

ERIKA BRIGHI

Business valuations
supervisor | Dallas, Texas

BILL GEORGE
MYA GONDER
MONICA KVETON
JOE MILLER
JOEL UY
MICHELLE
WHITTENHALL
LINDSAY ZIMMERMAN
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Joe is restoring a rusty, 1955 two-door
Chevrolet Bel Air, which he calls the “magnum
opus” of his passion for car building and
restoration.

our winners and learn more about their inspiring dreams.
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JOEL UY
Private client services
business owners senior
associate | Houston, Texas
Joel is helping to raise funds, reconstruct
homes and repair the flow of basic
necessities, such as water and electricity, for
those affected by typhoons in the Philippines.

our winners and learn more about their inspiring dreams.
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MICHELLE
WHITTENHALL

JOSHUA BAUM
ERIKA BRIGHI

Business tax manager |
Rockford, Illinois

BILL GEORGE
MYA GONDER
MONICA KVETON
JOE MILLER
JOEL UY
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WHITTENHALL
LINDSAY ZIMMERMAN
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Michelle is working with Chicago-area
hospitals to develop and deliver care
packages for parents with children in a
neonatal intensive care unit. Her passion
stems from her own daughter’s stay in the
NICU.

our winners and learn more about their inspiring dreams.
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JOSHUA BAUM
ERIKA BRIGHI
BILL GEORGE

LINDSAY
ZIMMERMAN
Private client services
financial intermediaries
manager | Houston, Texas

MYA GONDER

Lindsay will ensure her daughter, who was
MONICA KVETON
JOE MILLER
JOEL UY
MICHELLE
WHITTENHALL
LINDSAY ZIMMERMAN
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born with a rare genetic condition, receives
the best treatments for her physical,
emotional and developmental well-being.
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Responding to changing times
in the middle market
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enormous economic challenges for businesses, with particular concerns for the middle

disruptions, a shift to remote work, labor constraints, weakened data security and other
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business sentiment, in addition to its historical quarterly dispatches, allowing RSM’s
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The core MMBI report continued stepped-up monthly tracking of middle marke

economists, practitioners and growing ranks of industry eminents to stay plugged in on
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trending middle market issues: revenue, profit, hiring, the cost of labor and materials, and
the pace of capital investment, as well as special topics such as cybersecurity and
corporate social responsibility.

An MMBI pulse survey following the presidential election honed in on hot-button
issues, including middle market expectations for U.S. tax reform, growing regulation
and rejoining the global economy. Among the report’s most encouraging findings was
the sustained optimism that midsize companies held for the future, highlighting their
ability to pivot under unprecedented circumstances. An election resource center on
RSMUS.com also offered perspectives on the outcome for middle market businesses,
with content ranging from a breakdown on then President-elect Biden’s tax platform
and related planning tactics, to consideration for trade policy, green initiatives and
infrastructure spending under different scenarios.
RSM’s industry eminents pressed ahead with data-driven perspectives, including
quarterly Real Economy Industry Outlook reports for their respective sectors. Their
timely insights on The Real Economy Blog found new audiences; readership nearly
quadrupled from the pandemic’s outset in March to year-end.
firm’s
first-choice
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The firm’s first-choice advisors stayed ahead of emerging trends such as record-low
interest rates, helping clients develop plans to make overdue investment in new
technologies as they wrestled with accelerated digital transformation brought on by
the pandemic economy.
Meanwhile, RSM’s public policy team moved forward with efforts to elevate the middle
market’s voice in Washington, D.C., bringing the firm’s practitioners and clients to
Capitol Hill. The team educated lawmakers about emerging concerns such as
challenges with the application process for Paycheck Protection Program loans and
other hurdles related to economic stimulus, including industry-specific issues such as
the problems rural health care facilities faced in getting relief.
RSM Chief Economist Joe
Brusuelas has delivered
timely insights and advice to
help middle market
businesses make critical

!

decisions during the COVID19 pandemic.

The momentum around resource development continues. Behind the scenes, the firm
set in motion plans to expand its MMBI commentary to the United Kingdom, readying
for a launch of a U.K. index in early 2022, and to broaden its economics team to better
serve the needs of resilient middle market clients throughout North America.
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